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for the VDU card with the CMOS
Junior
The VDU card published in Elektor
number 101, September 1983,
sometimes lets noise appear on the
screen, such as when a program is
being listed. This fault can easily be
remedied by means of a few gates in
the VDU card that are unused in the
Junior Computer/VDU card
combination.
The trick of the circuit consists of
stopping the processor when it attempts to write to the video RAM
during the display enable time. Only
the 65CO2 can be stopped during
writing so this circuit operates exclusively with Junior Computers
equipped with the CMOS Processor.
This procedure causes a slight delay

a fresh look at the 723 voltage
regulator
In its standard application, the 723
voltage regulator provides an output
of 2 . . . 37 volts but in many cases
it is necessary to be able to go down
to 0 V. To do so, an auxiliary
negative voltage is required: in the
present circuit this is provided by an
LM337 negative regulator (IC2).
It is not sufficient just to connect an
additional circuit onto the same
transformer as the positive supply: to
get a negative voltage, there MUST
be a load on the positive supply.
This is provided by R5/T2, which ensures that a current flows at all times
when the mains is switched on.
The circuit provides adjustable current limiting which is effected by ap7-80

in the output of a program but this is
hardly noticeable in practice.
In order to carry out the modification
the following IC pins on the VDU
card are bent out to the side so that
5V

they are no longer in the IC sockets:
IC2 pins 7, 9, 11 and 13
IC4 pins 1, 8, 9 and 10
IC7 pins 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13
IC8 pin 8
IC17 pin 1.
These pins are then connected
together as indicated by the heavy
lines in the circuit diagram. Pin 1 of
IC17 simply remains open, while
pin 2 of IC7 is already connected to
ground. Note that pin 1 of IC14 and
pin 12 of IC17 must remain pushed
into their respective sockets even
after wires are soldered onto them.
Another possible 'extra' for the VDU
card is to show a frame on the
monitor within which all the video
data is displayed. All this requires is
a single 1 k resistor connected between pin 5 of IC17 and the collector
of T1.
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plying a voltage of 0.6 V between
pin 2 (CL = current limit) and pin 3
(CS = current sense). This voltage
is the sum of the drops across R8
(proportional to the output current,
lo) and across P3. The latter voltage
is the product of the resistance of P3
and the current through T1. Further
stabilization of the base of T1 is provided by T2. In spite of this double
stabilization there remains a small
ripple (0.3 per cent) on the current
into CL.
Voltage stabilization is provided by
IC1: hum and noise are less than
1 mV at an output of 15 V at
150 mA.
The output voltage increases linearly
with the resistance of P2. Maximum
output level can be preset with P1.
The negative supply has a longer

time constant than the positive section so that when the mains is
switched off, it remains active
slightly longer. If this were not arranged, the output might momentarily rise (which could damage the
equipment being powered) owing to
the inability of the 723 to go down
to zero without an auxiliary voltage.
The 2N3055, provided it is mounted
on a suitable heat sink (2 °C/W),
can dissipate 30 . . . 40 watts. At a
transformer voltage of 22 V, this
means that well in excess of 1 A can
be handled.
The choice of transformer is fairly
critical, because strictly speaking
24 V is already slightly too high for
the 723 which tolerates just about
36 V. It is therefore better to use the
L146, an improved version of the 723
which can handle up to 80 V. Note,
however, that even then the
transformer secondary voltage should
not be much higher (a few volts)
because otherwise the maximum
rated voltages of the electrolytic
capacitors and transistors will be
exceeded.
Some further points worth bearing in
mind:•
■ The transformer secondary
voltage should be about equal to
the required maximum output
voltage, at least, that is, if this lies

